Orthopaedic extension device for orthopaedic operations and traumatological treatment of fractures.
Code 60290

Leg board with cushion (Ø20 mm).
Code 61120110

Orthopaedic attachment clamp (Ø20 mm). Code ES106

Tilting tractor for orthopaedic attachment (Ø20 mm). Code 60291

Extension bar accessory rail. Code ES15334

Scandia foot control unit, three programmable functions. Code 60270
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This competitive selection of accessories is designed to complement operating tables in surgical procedures. These high-quality accessories ensure the tables to be suitable for many specialized procedures. All materials and components used have been carefully selected and manufactured. The safe and easy fixing and ergonomic design provide efficient and time-saving surgical process. The well-formed surfaces provide comfort and safety for the patient.

Most of Lojer Accessories are made for standard EU side rails (10 x 25 mm), so they are suitable for any Operating Table Brand.

**SCANDIA MATTRESSES**

Visco elastic Foam (VEF), or memory foam, has an open cell structure that reacts to body heat and weight moulding to your body and helping to relieve pressure points and thereby reducing the risk of pressure sores. Thickness 75 or 120mm, velcro attachment.

Standard moulded mattresses are made from integral skin polyurethane and have no seams or joins, making them easy to clean reducing the incidence of "hospital acquired infection". They offer excellent patient support and are fully flame retardant, anti-static and contain no latex. Thickness 65 mm, velcro or “mushroom” attachment (please specify in order).
Padded Leg and Body strap, wide. Code 10464
Padded strap for leg holders, code 10452
Wristclasp with strap, clamp included. Code 10270

HEAD RESTS

Adapter for special head rests, Mayfield® compatible. Code 60110
Flexible head support for ENT-, plastic and eye surgery. Code 60327. Requires adapter 60110
Headrest for neurosurgery. Code 6010335. Requires adapter 60110
Circular head cushion. Code 10333

SUPPORTS AND STRAPS

LEG RESTS AND SECTIONS

Gas spring assisted 3D soft pad stirrups, pair. Stirrups allow for easy adjustment of abduction and lithotomy while maintaining the sterile field. They enable safe and easy positioning while providing enhanced surgical site access. Code 60120. Requires clamps 60200

OTHER ACCESSORIES

Laminectomy frame, pair of cushions with abdominal cut out, manually operated, code 6010485
Uro Catcher System (code 60324) provides excellent fluid containment. Flexible drape support frame provides unobstructed surgeon access during manipulation and springs back to its original state. Compatible with all suction systems for accurate fluid measurement and metering. Sterile bags (10pcs), code 60235.

Kidney elevator with crank operated elevation., code 6010480. Adjustable width (490-550 mm) to fit various Operating Tables.

Proctology attachment, code 6010440F. Height adjustment 490-690 mm, SWL 200kg.

Uro Catcher System (code 60324) provides excellent fluid containment. Flexible drape support frame provides unobstructed surgeon access during manipulation and springs back to its original state. Compatible with all suction systems for accurate fluid measurement and metering. Sterile bags (10pcs), code 60235.

Flexi 9 with drainage, includes clamps.
X-ray cassette tray, suitable for cassettes max 465x390 mm. Code 60116.
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Arthoscopic leg holder, code 6128920. Requires 2 x clamp 61283. Optional straps available.
**ANESTHESIA SCREENS AND INFUSION STANDS**

- Anaesthesia frame, clamp included, code 10310. Optional extension arm available, code 60328.
- Anaesthesia frame, flexible, clamps included, Code 10311.
- Infusion stand Ø18mm with one hand adjustment, stainless steel. Code 60120. Requires clamp 60264.
- Tilting infusion stand with one hand adjustment, clamp included. Code 60125.

**CLAMPS**

- Rotary rod clamp Ø20 mm, stainless steel. Code: 61283.
- Rapid rod clamp, aluminium. Ø18 mm: code: 60264. Ø20 mm: code: 61264.
- Easy lock blade clamp for accessories with flat mounting blades. Code: 60200.

**ARMS AND TABLES**

- Armboard with one hand balljoint release, clamp included, without cushion. Code 10380. Model 603087 includes also a rotatable clamp function.
- Comfort cushion (concave) for armboards, code 10382H.
- Concave cushion for armboards, injection molded. Code 10382.
- Arm and hand surgery table with detachable supporting leg, clamps included. Code 10390.
- Multi-Task Armboard (post Ø18 mm), lockable ball socket combined with 15cm of horizontal travel. Code: 60322.

**SUPPORTS AND STRAPS**

- Supporting Roll (Ø20 mm), vertical. Code: 61421. Requires clamp 61264/61283.
- Side support for Shoulder surgery device, Code: 60280I.
- Lateral support (Ø20 mm), wide. Code: 6146/61461. Lateral support (Ø20 mm), narrow. Code: 6146. Both require clamp 61264/61283.

**BEACH CHAIR**

- Side support for Shoulder surgery device, Code: 60280I.
- Legstrap, clamps included. Code 10372.